Purpose: The paper suggests an alternative to the widely used Times Cited criterion for analysing citation networks. The approach involves taking account of the natures of the papers that cite a given paper, so as to differentiate between papers that attract the same number of citations.
INTRODUCTION
The citations in an article, book, report etc. indicate those items from the published literature that the author believes are of importance, in that they are related to, support, illustrate, or elaborate on what the author has to say (Bar-Ilan, 2008; Borgman & Furner, 2002; Garfield, 1979) . Citations have long been thought to represent authoritativeness (Gilbert, 1977) , intellectual influence (Zuckerman, 1987) , and high quality (Cole & Cole, 1971) , and it is hence normally assumed that the greater the number of citations that an item receives, then the greater the impact (or influence, importance, authoritativeness, etc.) of that item within its particular research community. However the use of the numbers of times that an item is cited (Times Cited) as a means of comparing different items makes the assumption that all citations contribute equally to the impact of a cited article; instead, it has been argued that not all citations are of equal importance (Sidiropoulos & Manolopoulos, 2006) . In particular, Times
Cited is unable to differentiate between the impact of some paper, P a , and that of another paper, P b , when both of them are cited the same number of times, irrespective of the nature of the items citing P a and P b . For example, most of the citations to P a may come from well-established, highly cited scientists, while most of the citations to P b , may come from beginners in the field; we refer to this phenomenon subsequently as the P a -P b problem.
When carrying out a search on the Web of Knowledge (WOK) database, it is possible to sort the results by Times Cited (as well as by other criteria such as Source Title or Publication Year). Studies of retrieval behaviour suggest that most searchers want the most important items matching their search criteria to appear on the first few (and ideally the very first) page of search output; however, the P a -P b problem means that the use of Times Cited as a ranking criterion may not result in the most influential papers appearing first in a citation search. One way in which this problem might be addressed would be to take account not just of the number of citations but also of the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) of each citing item; here, we suggest an alternative approach based on an application of the PageRank algorithm that is used to rank search outputs in the Google search engine Page et al., 1998) .
The PageRank algorithm takes account of the influence of web pages when carrying out a subject search on the Web, where the influence of a source page is taken to be the number of other web pages linked to it. Thus, source pages with different levels of influence will, in general, make different contributions to the scores that are used to rank target pages, an idea first suggested in the context of citation analysis many years ago by Pinski and Narin (1976) .
The links between web pages are clearly analogous to the links between citing and cited items, and this has led to several previous applications of PageRank-like procedures to citation analysis: Bollen et al. (2008) discussed the use of their Y-factor to rank journals, using a weighted combination of the Journal Impact Factor and the PageRank value; Fiala et al. (2008) used a modification of PageRank to rank authors using citation and collaboration networks; Jezek et al. (2008) used a modified PageRank score to analyse the degree of cooperation between citing and cited authors; Ma et al. (2008) used PageRank to study the influence of different countries' research in the fields of biochemistry and molecular biology; and Liu et al. (2005) discussed the use of their AuthorRank algorithm to analyse co-authorship networks (rather than citation networks) based on digital library conferences. Here we describe a modification of PageRank to determine the influence of academic journal articles, and to address the P a -P b problem.
THE ARTICLERANK ALGORITHM
Simple examples of a citation network and of a link network are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. These networks are examples of graphs (Diestel, 2000; Thelwall, 2004; Wilson, 1996) . In graph theory, a directed graph is made up of a collection of objects called nodes or vertices and a collection of connections between nodes, called edges, arcs, or arrows. Nodes and arrows can represent articles and the corresponding citation relationships (as in Figure 1 ), or Web pages and the corresponding link relationships (as in Figure 2 ). Generally, an arrow from A to B indicates that A cites or links to B. The indegree of a node is the number of arrows that point to it, and its outdegree is the number of arrows that originate at the node
Insert Figures 1 and 2 near to here
Both of the figures exemplify directed graphs but there are at least three differences between them. First, the arrows in Figure 1 are unidirectional, but in Figure 2 they are bidirectional; this is because citation relationships exist within a time sequence that is absent from link relationships. Second, articles cannot cite themselves, whereas this is quite common for Web pages (e.g., node-5 in Figure 2 ). Third, citation relationships will change only when new nodes and/or arrows are added to the network; link relationships, conversely, can vary substantially over quite short timescales as pages disappear, links become redirected, and the scope of Web crawlers change. There is a further, non-structural difference between the two types of network; counts of citation links derived from a source such as the Web of Knowledge or Scopus are not inflated by the additional web links that can be obtained by sources of self-generated or mutually self-generating links such as those obtained using link farms.
The Google PageRank algorithm was designed to process link networks such as that shown in Figure 2 Page et al., 1998) . At the heart of the algorithm is the equation The obvious definition of ArticleRank for evaluating articles in citation networks is:
where ArticleRank(A) denotes the ArticleRank score of a paper A; d is a damping factor as before (and set to 0.85 in all of our experiments, as with PageRank); P i (1<= i <= n) is one of the n paper that cite A; and NR (P i ) is the number of references for P i in the citation network.
However, equation (1) has an inherent bias in that -other things being equal -a paper with very few references (i.e., a low value of NR(P i )) will make a greater contribution to other papers' ArticleRank scores than will a paper with many references. This can yield counter-intuitive results as we discovered in our initial experiments and as discussed further below. We hence considered modifications of equation (1) that would retain the basic PageRank methodology but that would not encode the bias that we have noted.
Modifications to the denominator that were considered included ) ( i P NR , log 2 NR(P i ) and max{NR(P i )}-min{NR(P i )}. We finally settled on the form shown in equation (2) below, where NR is the mean value of NR when averaged over all of the papers in the network:
We thus replace the factor 1/NR(P i ) in equation (1) by the factor NR /( NR +NR(P i )) in equation (2). This form was chosen because it has the following characteristics: if NR(P i ) is very small, then the factor approaches unity; if NR(P i ) is typical of papers in the network, then the factor tends to one-half; and if NR(P i ) is very large, then the factor approaches zero. To put this into perspective using the 343 papers in dataset-1 (as discussed in the next section), the value of NR is 35.6 (to three significant figures), and the minimum and maximum values of NR(P i ) are 1 and 310: the factor NR /( NR +NR(P i ) hence takes values between 0.973 and 0.103, respectively. It should be noted that the PageRank(A) values for a set of documents, and hence by analogy a set of ArticleRank(A) values, can be normalised so that they sum to unity;
in this work, we have considered only the raw, unnormalised values.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The ArticleRank algorithm has been tested using two datasets derived from the ISI Web of Knowledge database (hereafter WOK, and at http://www.isiknowledge.com/) produced by Thomson Reuters and covering ca. 8,700 of the world's leading journals in science, technology, the social sciences, arts and humanities.
The first dataset was a citation network based on the paper by Bjorneborn and Ingwersen (2001) entitled "Perspectives of webometrics", one of the earliest review articles in the field of webometrics. The citation network was created by taking all papers that had cited this starting paper, then taking all papers that had cited any of the papers that cited the starting paper, and so on till all papers had been included that could reach the starting paper by a citation path of whatever length. By definition, the terminal nodes in the resulting graph were papers that were uncited (as of 31 st December, 2007) . The final network contained 343 papers (nodes) and 819 citation linkages. Some of the papers, ranked in order of decreasing Times Cited and coded P001-P343, are shown in Table 1 , with some of the corresponding citation links shown in Table 2 . The latter table contains columns for just those 142 papers that had been cited at least once (i.e., the papers P143-P343 were uncited and thus formed the terminal nodes in the network). A "one" in the XY-th cell of Table 2 means that the paper in row X cited the paper in column Y, while an empty cell means that paper X did not cite paper Y.
Insert Tables 1 and 2 near to here
The second dataset was based on the 19 most cited papers from the Journal of Documentation, all of which had at least 100 citations in WOK on 31 st October 2008. These papers are shown in Table 3 , coded by their positions when the papers are ranked in decreasing Times
Cited order. The network here is based on journal self-citations, i.e., on citations that came from papers also published in the Journal of Documentation. The resulting self-citation network contained 354 papers, 195 of which had been cited at least once, and 752 citation linkages, these being encoded in a table analogous to that shown in Table 2 .
Insert Table 3 converging (using a precision of 10 -10 ) in the fortieth iteration.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ArticleRank values for the 142 cited papers in dataset-1 were computed as described above, and the resulting values compared with the corresponding Times Cited values (from WOK) in Table 4 , together with the corresponding rankings, where R TC and R AR are the papers' ranks when they are ranked in descending order of Times Cited and ArticleRank values, respectively.
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We illustrate the effect of the ArticleRank calculations by reference to papers P004 and P005. Table 5 , where the right-hand column in each part of the table contains values for the contribution, C, to the overall ArticleRank value, where C = AR/(NR+ NR ). It will be seen that factors causing P004 to be ranked above P005 include: P004 is cited by six uncited papers (i.e., papers with the default ArticleRank value of 0.15) where as P005 is cited by seven uncited papers; one of the papers citing P004 is P016, which makes a very high contribution of 0.05049.
Insert Table 5 near to here
The R AR rankings shown in Table 4 are very different from those obtained using equation (1), i.e., the standard PageRank algorithm when applied to citation data. For example, P123 has the disparate rankings R TC =123.5 and R AR =31.5: it is cited by just a single paper P279 that has not been cited and that has NR(279)=3. With the initial PageRank(A) values set to 0.15, this paper hence makes a contribution of 0.85×0.15/3, i.e., 0.042505, to P123, which is sufficient to give the latter a reasonably high ranking: thus the observed discrepancy between the two sets of rankings arises not from P123 being cited by important papers but from it being cited by a paper that has very few references. This behaviour is typical of some of the other outlier papers that were observed when equation (1) was used: for example, the twice-cited P089 with R TC =91 and R AR =6, and the thrice-cited P075 with R TC =69.5 and R AR =7. Reference to Table 4 will show that the R TC and R AR ranks are much less discordant for these three articles when equation (2) is used; P075 with R TC =69.5 and R AR =62; P089 with R TC =91 and R AR =72; and P123 with R TC =123.5 and R AR =103.5. Similar behaviour was observed with many of the papers in dataset-2 when equation (1) was used.
The extent of the statistical correlation between the sets of R TC and R AR values was investigated using the Kendall tau coefficient (Kendall & Gibbons, 1990; Siegel & Castellan, 1988) , a non-parametric coefficient that measures the degree of correlation between two rankings of the same set of objects (i.e., the set of 142 cited papers in the present context). The computed value for τ was 0.517, which corresponds to a statistically highly significant correlation (p < The procedures described previously for dataset-1 were then applied to dataset-2, the Journal of Documentation self-citation network. To save space, we have not included a table analogous to that shown in Table 4 listing all of the 195 sets of data; however, the scatter plot in Figure 5 shows similar behaviour to that observed previously, with a value for τ between the sets of R TC and R AR values of 0.519 (p < 0.001).
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The differences in ranking here are often more marked than in the case of dataset-1. For example, papers P013, P014 and P015 were all cited 13 times, with R TC =14, but have very different R AR values of 1, 7 and 77, respectively. The resolution of this P a -P b problem is explained by the data in Table 6 , which is analogous to that discussed previously in Table 5 .
Specifically, both P014 and P015 were cited by a P001with an AR value of 10.59889 (R AR =3), with P014 also being cited by three other papers (P003, P019 and P007) whose AR values were in excess of 3; conversely, the highest AR value amongst the papers citing P013 was as low as 0.90971 (paper P038 with R AR =60).
The positions when ranked using R AR . Conversely, the more highly-cited papers tend to show a greater degree of movement when ranked using AR, as we demonstrate using the top-19 papers from Table 4 , i.e., those with TC > 10. These were ranked using the TC and AR values in Table 4 so that each had a rank in the range 1-19. The resulting scatter plot is shown in Figure 6a , with the Kendall test showing that there is not a statistically significant correlation (p > 0.05) between the two sets of rankings. The scatter plot in Figure 6b shows the analogous analysis for the 19 highly-cited papers in Table 3 that provide the basis for dataset-2, and there is again no statistically significant correlation between the two sets of rankings.
Overall, it would hence appear that ArticleRank affects the ranking of the highly-cited papers more than it does the less-cited papers: this is intuitively reasonable since -other things being equal -papers that have been cited only a very few times are unlikely to have been cited by prestigious papers.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a modification of the PageRank algorithm that can be used as an alternative to the number of citations for the analysis of citation data. The algorithm, Two areas for future work suggest themselves. First, the present paper has presented the method and discussed the quantitative characteristics of the rankings that result from its use.
There should now be a qualitative study in which users are asked to comment on the relative merits of the two types of ranking. Second, both Times Cited and ArticleRank values will increase (or will at least not decrease) the longer that a paper has been published; however, the latter value for a paper can continue to grow even though the paper itself is no longer being cited, this growth reflecting changes in the prestige of its citing papers. It would hence be of interest to study the changes that occur in ArticleRank values over time and to compare these with the comparable obsolescence data for citations. Figure 6 . Scatter plots of R AR and R TC for the rankings of (a) the top 19 papers in Table 4 and (b) the 19 papers in Table 3   Table 1 . 343 papers in the citation network for dataset-1 (part only). The Times Cited values were collected from WOK 15 th -31 st December, 2007. P002, the starting point for the network, is bold-faced. Table 2 . 819 citation relationships in the citation network for dataset-1 (part only) 
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